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INTRODUCTION
The ARRIS PKI Center provides a variety of security-related services spanning several 
different markets. Our security services are provided to Operators as well as Manufacturers, 
and are utilized in numerous ecosystems. The main security functions include:

      Operation of certificate authorities (CAs) that issue digital certificates for high-volume    
   manufactured products (such as cable set top boxes and cable modems), as well as for   
   high-value infrastructure application server machines

   Secure delivery and installation of digital certificates and cryptographic keys into       
   products at manufacturing facilities

      Obtaining secure data from outside licensing authorities such as CableLabs, DTLA, DCP,   
   Google, Netflix, etc., as well as packaging, secure delivery and installation of this data     
   into products at the factories

   Software platform security services, including secure code signing and debugging       
   services for product software platforms and application code 

      Online Personalization Update System (OPUS) for creation and secure delivery of       
   renewable security and personalization data to field devices on a mass scale (millions of  
   units)

   Security consulting to a variety of system engineering, product management and       
   development teams in matters of network, application and platform security for both    
   secure and non-secure products

The ARRIS PKI Center evolved from our broadband Conditional Access experience, beginning The ARRIS PKI Center evolved from our broadband Conditional Access experience, beginning 
in the 1980s at the predecessor company, General Instrument (GI). Our team has more than 
30 years of experience managing the complete lifecycle of product security. Figure 1 
illustrates the evolution of the ARRIS PKI Center through the years. 
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Figure 1 - ARRIS PKI Center Evolution

In 2018, the ARRIS PKI Center received the WebTrust seal of assurance for certificate In 2018, the ARRIS PKI Center received the WebTrust seal of assurance for certificate 
authorities, which allows us to offer services that require the trusted industry seal. This 
certificate demonstrates the extremely high level of security standards that ARRIS 
maintains, while also undergoing continuous third-party audits in order to uphold the 
WebTrust seal. The seal is required by numerous ecosystems, including the WinnForum 
3.5GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) and the numerous PKI ecosystems 
defined by CableLabs. This document describes the services offered by the ARRIS PKI 
Center through its End-to-End PKI Provisioning System.Center through its End-to-End PKI Provisioning System.

Reality motivates strong security

Provisioning of PKI in factories call for strong security measures for several reasons:

   Globalization has extended supply chains: Manufacturers are vulnerable to potential    
   interruptions beyond their control.

   Semi-secure environment: Factory environments are by nature less tightly controlled,   
   with factory staff having a high turnover rate. Factory engineering and IT personnel     
   may not be well-trained in information security and may not be sensitive to the need    
   to protect cryptographic material.

      Security procedures vs. normal manufacturing process: Security procedures are very    
   different from typical manufacturing processes. For instance, normal data and code    
   may be freely copied and backed up in manufacturing. However, copying and backing   
   up device credentials, however, could result in cloning, a very serious security risk.
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END-TO-END PKI 
PROVISIONING SYSTEM
The ARRIS PKI Center process of moving secure data from the point of generation to where The ARRIS PKI Center process of moving secure data from the point of generation to where 
it is installed into a product is entirely generic, making it an extremely secure process. It can 
be applied to a myriad of different types of secure data for provisioning manufactured 
products. In essence, the ARRIS End-to-End PKI Provisioning System moves opaque, secure 
“blobs” of information (i.e. personalization data) from the ARRIS PKI Center to numerous 
manufacturing sites worldwide. Such blobs of information are given a “PKI data type” 
denoting their contents, but otherwise the distribution means is agnostic to, and 
independent of, the type of data secured within the blob. The blob might be a DOCSIS key independent of, the type of data secured within the blob. The blob might be a DOCSIS key 
pair and certificate one moment, and a Google Widevine keybox the next – but the secure 
distribution process handles these similarly.

This system of secure PKI distribution is generic by design, which allows significant reuse 
and economy of scale for different types of personalization data over time. For reasons of 
efficiency, cost and time-to-deployment, the distribution components and technologies 
must be generic and extensible but not customized per “blob type”.  

The ARRIS End-to-End PKI Provisioning System consists of various components, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - End-to-End PKI Provisioning System
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  • The PKI Center infrastructure prepares PKI for distribution, tracks distribution, and   
   manages remote PKI servers. This includes an offline key generation system that      
   generates personalization data, as well as repackages externally acquired keys for     
   secure distribution.

      Secure networks distribute protected product PKI to factories, distribution centers,    
   service depots and engineering labs, as well as enable health and status monitoring at   
   said facilities. These networks connect the PKI Center to operations and supply chain   
   facilities around the globe.

   PKI servers (PKIS) are server-class machines built and maintained by the ARRIS PKI    
   Center to provide product PKI secure storage reservoirs and policy proxies in         
   operations and supply chain facilities.

      The PKI to Product Secure Transfer Protocol uses specific certificates, public and     
   private keys, a secure key exchange algorithm and a standard data encryption        
   algorithm (such as AES) to securely move product PKI from a PKI server into an       
   un-programmed product as it is processed in an operations facility like a factory or     
   distribution center (DC).

      The programming station is a factory or DC component which is neither managed    
   nor maintained by the PKI Center. The programming station connects between the PKI  
   server and the product, and serves as an authenticated adapter between the         
   standardized PKIS interface and the specific physical interface of a product. The       
   interface between the programming station and the product is completely defined by   
   the particular product team or customer.  
 
      Monitoring and reporting system (NEXUS) collects factory data from the PKIS and    
   stores it in a centralized database. Real-time monitoring of PKIS allows the system to    
   maintain the data inventory at a healthy level to support factory runs with no        
   interruptions. Based on the provisioning data collected, NEXUS is also capable of      
   creating up-to-date provisioning reports for troubleshooting as well as long-term      
   planning.
  
      Certificate repository provides easy access of provisioned device certificates to      
   support service configuration if necessary. For example, the batch of certificates may   
   be used to create a white-list for service authorization.
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SECURITY FEATURES
The ARRIS End-To-End PKI Provisioning System offers the following security features:

   Protection against disclosure of secret and private keys

      Extensive use of hardware security modules (HSMs) in various portions of the     
      system for professional grade security

            Multiple layers of encryption - PKI data are encrypted for specific site and location  
      in addition to the end-to-end encryption applied per product or chip

      Optional device SDKs for data decryption and validation to ensure proper        
      handling of received PKI data on the product

   Protection against cloning

      Various mechanisms built in to prevent device identities from being copied and    
      reused during generation and distribution

      Protection against unauthorized factory sites

      PKI Center provides additional hardware and software components to harden     
      programming stations

PKI DATA TYPES
The PKI Center maintains several secure distribution systems for different products. The The PKI Center maintains several secure distribution systems for different products. The 
ARRIS PKIS was originally developed for mobile handset products, but has since been 
expanded to cover set-top boxes, cable modems, routers and system-on-chip (SOC) 
products. Consequently, the PKI Center supports many types of personalization data 
already, and is continuously adding more types as driven by business needs. Each of these 
personalization data types is known as a distinct PKI data type. 

As of the second half of 2018, the PKI Center has implemented and managed more than 800 As of the second half of 2018, the PKI Center has implemented and managed more than 800 
different PKI data types. Key types include symmetric keys (Triple-DES, AES), asymmetric keys 
(RSA and ECC-based) and certificates (X.509v3 and proprietary formats) in a variety of vastly 
different formats as required for use on various end products. In many cases, a PKI data type 
consists of a bundle of several keys and certificates needed for a particular product.
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THE ARRIS PKI SERVER
The PKIS was created by the ARRIS PKI Center to be a secure PKI distribution component in 
a factory, distribution center or service center. Its environment is depicted in Figure 1. The 
PKIS is a “secure agent” that protects sensitive PKI material in those environments.  
The ARRIS PKIS comprises the following:

    1. A server-class, high reliability computing platform running up-to-date Windows      
    Server OS

  2. A FIPS level 2 or higher HSM for protection of factory signing keys and other info

  3. A network connection to the PKI Center in San Diego over a VPN

  4. The PKI Server Application

Typically, at least one pair of PKI servers will be installed in one manufacturing location to Typically, at least one pair of PKI servers will be installed in one manufacturing location to 
provide redundancy and high availability. Beyond these basic aspects, a given factory or DC 
can vary in their PKIS installation in accordance with their needs. For example, PKI servers 
can be installed to boost platform performance above the already-powerful server 
machines:

   Multiple PKI servers (i.e. three or more) can be installed together to increase capacity

      Faster programming station software architectures can be designed, for example, to      
   hold an SSL session rather than operate one session per station-PKIS transaction.  

Thus, there is flexibility in the configuration of a PKIS for a given business need. PKI Center 
staff work with our customers to devise the configuration that best serves their needs.

SYSTEM VARIATIONS
The ARRIS PKIS System is flexible and future-proof. Some variations of the system are as 
follows:

      Hosted option: For trials and low volume production, customers can use the existing    
   central PKIS installed at the PKI Center San Diego facility and transition to factory PKIS   
   only when the volume increases.
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   Leveraging previously provisioned keys to add new PKI: Previously provisioned keys    
   (such as fuse-programmed chip keys) or certificates may be used to secure the       
   provisioning of new device personalization data in the factory. 

   Certificate generation in real-time: If certificates need to include any device          
   manufacturing parameters (such as a serial number), certificates can be issued by the   
   PKIS on the fly.

GLOBAL SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT GLOBAL SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT 
AND SUPPORT 
The ARRIS PKI Center interfaces with approximately 200 factory servers and systems The ARRIS PKI Center interfaces with approximately 200 factory servers and systems 
deployed to more than 30 sites in 14 countries, including the San Diego main facility and 
disaster recovery (DR) sites. Figure 3 depicts the global footprint of the PKI Center, which is 
highly experienced in global logistics, including import/export of equipment and customs 
support. The PKI Center also provides managed software and database deployment, 
pre-production validation and 24-7-365 support.

Figure 3 - ARRIS PKI Center Global Footprint
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SUMMARY
The ARRIS End-to-End PKI Provisioning System provides one of many different security The ARRIS End-to-End PKI Provisioning System provides one of many different security 
services that are offered by the ARRIS PKI Center team. The design and operation of this 
service is extremely resistant to both outsider and insider attacks. The End-to-End PKI 
Provisioning System securely provides personalization data to end products in factories, 
distribution centers and service centers, and is highly flexible and fully extensible to new 
types of devices and personalization data. 

Additionally, ARRIS uses this provisioning system to secure our own manufactured Additionally, ARRIS uses this provisioning system to secure our own manufactured 
products and numerous external customers, as well as accommodates products with a 
limited or even non-existent set of hardware security features.
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